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If you want to develop, please seek a good 
opportunity. If you want to have a large com-
pany, please think of challenges you must 
face before thinking of success …
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-

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Mr. Vu Tien Cuong

 

 

  
 

-

In the trend of internationalization and integration in 
the world economy, Vietnam has been widely 
integrated in the global economy and each citizen 
has made efforts to the country’s prosperity and 
development. Members of Fiket VINA JSC have 
strived to obtain objectives and mission and make 
active contributions to the country’s economic 
development.

As operating in supporting industry, Fitek Vina desires 
to accompany domestic and foreign enterprises in 
improving quality, increasing domesticalization rate 
and reduce price of equipment and products. To 
meet our customers’ demands, Fitek VN., JSC has 
developed our products and services, focusing on 6 
main products and services: 
- Engineering, machining, mold manufacturing, jig 
manufacturing and CNC machining 
Engineering and fabricating sheet metals, manipu-
lating table, shelves, racks, trolleys and shoes cabi-
net
- Engineering, machining and manufacturing auto-
mated products such as conveyors, assembly lines 
and robot assemblies and aluminum anodizing 
system

- Electrostatic powder coating line
- Mass product punching line
As an enterprises earlier applying ISO 9001: 2015 into 
products with near 6-year experiences in providing 
our products and services for our customer in FDI 
Samsung SEV, SEVT, LG Display, Samsung Display, 
SEMV, SDI, SUMIKA and SUMITOMO…, we believe in 
providing with good-quality products in a timely 
progress and at reasonable prices. 
We commit to bring more and more value added 
benefits and the best satisfaction to our customers in 
“committed and prestigious” principle for our stan-
dardized and highly synchronized products and 
services. 
We always desire to positively cooperate with you in 
grasping new opportunities, creating new values and 
striving for new successes in prosperous, stable and 
sustainable development future. We expect to 
long-term and active cooperation w!

OPEN LETTER
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GENEARL DIRECTOR
NGUYEN VAN CHUNG

COMPANY INFORMATION

Since its inception, Fitek VN., JSC has grown steadily in all aspects: size, organizational structure, field of 
operation, design capacity, processing capacity and financial capacity … Total output value from the 
business activities of the Company in the next year is always higher than in the previous year.

* Company name:

* Head Office:

* Charter capital:

Company name in Vietnamese           : CÔNG TY CỔ PHẦN FITEK VIỆT NAM
International trading company name : FITEK VIET NAM JOIN STOCK COMPANY

Charter capital : VND 50,000,000.000 

Full name: NGUYEN VAN CHUNG Position: CEO

In words              : Fifty billion Vietnam dongs

Abbreviated company name               : FITEK VINA., JSC

* Company’s legal representative:

Address        : Lot CN08-4 Yen Phong Industrial Park, Yen Trung Commune, Yen Phong District, 
Bac Ninh Province
Email            :  info@fitek.com.vn

Telephone   :  0222.628.6866
Website        :  http://fitek.com.vn

Tax ID No     :  2300996829
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LEGAL DOCUMENTS
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DEVELOPMENT ORIENTATION

Since its establishment, Fitek VINA has 
oriented to develop supporting industry to 
become the leading supporting company 
in Vietnam. Fitek VINA has strived to maxi-
mize its ability to design and manufacture 
high quality products and services in Viet-
nam for export. Wishing to be a pioneer in 
the field of industrial auxiliary equipment in 
Vietnam, we are always consistent with 
the way of development:

• Apply wisdom of Vietnamese people to 
bring “absolute satisfaction to customers". 
• Comply with ISO standards and quality 
and environment management systems
• Always take the lead in the field of apply-
ing the latest ideas, the latest technology 
for continuous product improvement
• Build a team of people who are really 
capable and own the job, the company 
and make a better life for employees who 
work in the company.
• For a community development purpose, 
contributing a small part to the develop-
ment of the domestic industry.
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Gap between number one and number 
two remains unchanged. If you want to 
better your organization, you must im-
prove yourself and then your organization 
will be better. This is the largest lesson.



"Become a leading supplier in Vietnam in the supporting 
mechanical field”.

With the strategy of sustainable development and great 
aspirations, in 2020, FITEK VINA has strived to become in top 
5 supporting enterprises in the Vietnamese market.

Vision:

Production and supply of mechanical components; design 
consultancy, machining and assembling of automated 
products for automobile, motorbike and electronic corpora-
tions in Vietnam and in the world.
For our customers: Put the quality on top, constantly 
improve to enhance the prestige and exceed the expecta-
tions of customers.
For our employees: Build the trust in employees through 
stable work and higher incomes; constantly improve the 
working environment and create a learning, creative and 
humane atmosphere.
For our partners: Cooperate on a basis of fairness, open-
ness, respect and mutual support for development.
For society: Comply with the laws and build and enhance 
its social responsibility. 

Mission:

We recognize the core values in the present, which are also 
the factors we want to look forward to as follows:

- Human heart is a measure of value. We always bring the 
best for our customers, employees, partners and society 
with commitment, honesty and responsibility.

- Mental power is a method to create value. We build and 
develop a company based on collective intelligence and 
always learn and improve to do better 

- Trust is a solid foundation of value. We always carry out 
what is committed.
- Compact is to increase the value. We standardize all 
activities, remove all obstacles and wastes and focus on the 
most fundamentals and cores. 
- Visuality is to measure and reflect value. We visualize 
processes, standards, and achievements to easily spot 
problems and provide a well-rounded information system to 
help employees work more efficiently

Core values:
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VISION – MISSION
 – CORE VALUES
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Chairman

RegentCEO

Production
Team

CNC

Metal sheet
fabrication

Purchase Team Finance &
Accounting

Finance

Accounting

HR Sales & 
Marketing

Sales & 
Marketing

Delivery
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Adminstration

Training

Oversea Trade

Local

Anode
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Automation

Powder 
coating

HUMAN RESOURCES
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BUSINESS AREA

CNC machining, fixtures and JIG AUTOMATION

Powder coating

Aluminum anodizing

Sheet metals fabricating Powder 
coating (manipulating table, stain-
less steel cabinet, covering prod-
ucts, trolleys and racks)

Mechanical components for auto-
mobile Aluminum anodizing
and motorbikes



Amada punching machine Sheet metals

Coating thickness gauge ANODE

Water cooling machine ANODE

Air compressor Common workshop

Uncoiing – straightening – cutting machine line Sheet metals

Laser cutting machine Sheet metals

Fork-lift Common workshop

Komatsu vibrator Sheet metals

Hurco VM10i CNC milling machine CNC

CNC Havinco machine repair Workshop

Komatsu vibrator Sheet metals

Komatsu cutting machine Sheet metals

C220 angle cutting machine Sheet metals

Aluminum anodizing line ANODE

Height meter and accessories CNC

CNC

CNC

MF20-E-A laser engraving machine

CNC-ROBODRILL 1

Investments

Total

Workshops and equipment

Production machines

User

EQUIPMENT
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CNC

CNC

CNC

CNC

CNC

CNC

CNC

CNC

CNC

CNC

CNC

CNC

CNC

CNC

CNC

CNC

CNC

CNC

CNC

CNC

CNC

CNC - ROBODRILL 2

CNC - ROBODRILL 3

CNC - ROBODRILL 4

CNC - ROBODRILL 5

CNC - 4 MORI LATHE

CNC - 5 MORI LATHE

CNC - NV5000

CNC – PLAIN MILLING MACHINE

CNC - MAKINO SEIKI

CNC - VM40 1

CNC - SIEMENS

CNC - VM40 2

CNC - MORISEIKI

CNC - OKUMA

CNC - HITACHI LATHE 1

CNC - HITACHI LATHE 2

CNC - HITACHI LATHE 3

CNC - LATHE 4

CNC - SURFACE GRINDING MACHINE

CNC - WIRE CUTTING MACHINE

CNC - LASER MACHINE

Production machiens User
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IMAGES OF 
SOME EQUIPMENT

LASER engraving machine

ROBODRILL milling machine MORISEIKI - NV5000 milling machine

SAMHO - SH110 punching machine

HUCO milling machine CNC line

M250AH grinding machine

SEIKI lathe CMA0606D laser machine 
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BYSPRINT FIBER LASER machine D.A.C 10MT crane

FIBER BYTRONIC
1000W laser machine Xact Smart50/ Bystronic vibrator PSH110

KOMATSU 2.5M Vibrator

AMADA punching machine ANODIZING line PHS100 - KOMASU 4M vibrator

KOMATSU - SHF6 cutting machine

IMAGES OF 
SOME EQUIPMENT
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LIST OF PRODUCTION 

1. CNC MACHINING - JIG, FIXTURES

CNC is a technological application to cut metals in any curves controlled by computer software. 
CNC machine may work in 2D and 3D … spaces while traditional metal cutting machines only cut 
certain shapes. CNC machines operate well in 3D space and easily controlled by dedicated soft-
ware. 

CNC LINE JIG

CNC product 01 CNC product 02
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2. SHEET METALS FABRICATING 

Sheet metals fabricating is a method using dedicated machine to deform sheet metals in 
expected shapes and sizes. To fabricate the sheet metals, it is indispensible to equip modern and 
dedicated machines. 

XACT SMART50 vibrator Covering products

Trolley Manipulating table
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Manipulating table

Trolley

Manipulating table

Manipulating table

Manipulating table

Manipulating table
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Trolley Trolley

Clean cabinet

RackShelf

Clean cabinet
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Conveyor

WardrobeLocker cabinet

Conveyor
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3. ELECTROSTATIC PAINTING
Electrostatic painting is a modern technology invented to serve for human demands and operat-
ed based on electrostatic principle. It means that production is carried out through different 
sequences. Upon electrostatic painting, products and equipment to be painted will be 
reverse-charged to create high adhesion and better oxidation of the products as well as accu-
rate color and smoothness of their surfaces. 

Electrostatic painting sprayer

Electrostatic painting products Electrostatic painting products

Electrostatic painting products
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4. ANODIZING
Aluminum anodizing is a high-rank aluminum product surface-treated by anodizing technology. 
Surface treatment creates a super-strong aluminum link – called Aluminum anode with its hard-
ness behind diamond. At present, many modern works use Aluminum anode to build steel frame 
structures, doors, windows and glass walls …

ANODIZING line NODIZING process

Products Products
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5. AUTOMATION

Automation uses control systems such as computers to control industrial machines and equipment 
and production process, limit human interference and increase productivity and quality of the 
products. Processes and systems may be automated. 

AUTOMATION system GONO tester

Bavia burning machine Kinh Do Plant operating conveyor

 



TYPICAL PARTNERS
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Once again, Fitek VINA would like to thank for your trust and cooperation. 

With its compact and dynamic organizational structures in line with the market regime, 
experienced engineers and skilled workers and modern equipment and technologies, 
Fitek VINA has completely met all requirements of the customers. 

With its creativeness, efforts and patient in rational renovation and shift of economic struc-
ture, Fitek VINA has strived and become one of the prestigious machining companies in 
Vietnam. With these achievements, Fitek VINA was awarded with noble titles.

Fitek VINA is always a reliable company of the customers. Upon cooperating with Fitek 
VINA, you will work with sincere and reliable partners to obtain good quality products at 
reasonable price in timely delivery. Fitek VINA is honored to serve for all of the distinguished 
customers!

Yours respectfully!

ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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